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May is Better Hearing and Speech Month 

Join us in trying the latest hearing aid technology and 

reconnect with your world! 

The LiNX2 is the only hearing aid that can stream 

wirelessly and without any accessory devices directly from 

your compatible Apple device. 

The smartphone app also allows unprecedented user 

control of the hearing aids in a straightforward and 

discreet manner. 

But most importantly, they give great hearing in a variety 

of environments. 

 

During the Month of May, 

Call to schedule a no-charge demo of 

the new Resound LiNX2 hearing aids.  

1-877-770-9962 
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HES Around the World! 

In February, Dr. Jill Bernstein volunteered with a group of healthcare professionals on a medical 

mission to Guatemala.  Dr. Bernstein tested hearing and fit hearing aids for rural villagers ranging 

from two to 96 years old.  As a team, in just four days, over 2200 local residents received much needed 

medical and hearing care.   

As one of the only freestanding non-profit audiology practices in the United States, we are proud to 

share our values and passion for hearing with the world.  Between the Dr. Ann Stadelmaier Hearing 

Aid Fund, which supports better hearing for local Western New Yorkers, and our participation with 

this mission, HES has gone global!   
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Goings, Comings, Stayings, and Welcomes! 

 Going 

As we move into Spring, we also get to celebrate 

the graduation of this year’s Doctoral Audiology 

Residents, Alyssa Beaton, Lindsey Quenville, and 

Vanessa Rogers.  We put these three stellar 

Residents through the ringer working in a variety 

of diverse and rigorous environments and they all 

rose to the challenge. Please congratulate them 

on their accomplishments if you see them before 

they leave at the end of May.   

We are also pleased to introduce our two new 

Residents who will be joining us full-time at the 

end of May.  You likely have seen these two as 

Sarah has been with us for two semesters already 

and Matt has been here for the last several 

months.   

Coming 

Sarah Hayes is actually a dual 

degree Resident working on the 

final requirements for her clinical 

doctorate in audiology (AuD) as well 

as her PhD in Neuroscience.  Her 

area of research focuses on 

understanding how tinnitus (ringing in the ear) 

and hyperacusis (sensitivity to loud sound) are 

generated in the brain and their relationship with 

hearing loss.  Sarah is a great addition to our 

staff, which already includes the only Tinnitus 

Certified Specialists in Western New York and 

she will be working out of the Williamsville office.  

Sarah is a native of Hamburg and has her 

undergraduate degree from Canisius College.  

You will see Matthew Johnson, a 

southern California native, 

working with us at the Amherst 

location.  Matt has been seeing 

patients at the Buffalo VA 

Audiology Department for the 

last year and brings a unique 

perspective based on his diverse professional 

experiences.  Matt completed his undergraduate 

degree at Utah Sate University and before 

moving to Buffalo to pursue his AuD, he worked 

for three years as a special education teacher.  

 Staying 

When we find someone who shares our passion for 

helping people hear better, exemplifies our 

patient-centered values at HES, 

and has the clinical skills to 

back it all up, we grab hold and 

don’t let them go.  We are 

pleased to announce that 

Alyssa Beaton will be joining 

HES as a full-time audiologist 

starting in June.  Alyssa has 

been with HES for nearly three 

years, first as a student, then 

an Audiology Assistant, then a 

Resident, and soon as an 

Audiologist.  This past year has continued to show 

that Alyssa is a great fit for our organization with 

numerous compliments from patients and 

families about her skill and compassion.  She will 

be joining the staff at the Orchard Park location 

starting in June.  Alyssa already specializes in 

fitting the Lyric device and has several years of 

experience with testing hearing, fitting and 

trouble-shooting hearing aids, and performing 

high-level vestibular (dizziness) testing.   Please 

congratulate Alyssa and welcome her to the HES 

family! 

Welcome 

If you see us at the Williamsville office, you may 

already recognize Dr. Nicole Baumgartner, who 

has been with us part-time since November.  We 

are pleased to welcome her on a full-time basis 

starting in June.  She brings 

eight years of experience 

working with both children and 

adults in a variety of diverse 

settings.  Dr. Baumgartner has 

her clinical doctorate in 

audiology (AuD) from SUNY at 

Buffalo and is a Fellow of the 

American Academy of 

Audiology.  She is experienced 

in fitting hearing aids ranging 

from the extended-wear Lyric device to the 

iPhone, and now Android, compatible Resound 

LiNX2 hearing aids. Welcome Dr. Baumgartner! 
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When you lose your hearing very quickly, it is 

called sudden sensorineural hearing loss (sudden 

SNHL). It can happen instantly or over a span of 

several days, during which sound is gradually 

muffled or reduced. This type of hearing loss 

typically affects one ear with about 4,000 cases 

every year in the United States, most commonly 

among people aged 30 to 60. It affects males and 

females equally. 

Causes can range 

from an infection, 

autoimmune 

reaction, trauma, 

or vascular or 

neurological 

change.  Often 

times the cause is 

unknown but early treatment of the symptom of 

sudden SNHL can possibly save your hearing.  

Most people recover, but about 15 percent have 

hearing loss that continues to worsen.  

Having a baseline hearing testing prior to any 

problems allows for more comprehensive 

evaluation in the case of any sudden changes and 

also allows for tracking of the rate of progression 

for your hearing loss.    

Sudden SNHL is a medical emergency and 

requires immediate attention.  Call your 

ENT, audiologist or go to the emergency 

room if you experience a sudden change 
 

Call today for your baseline test if you 

haven’t had one before. 

Sudden Hearing Loss and  

the Importance of a Baseline Hearing Test!!! 

If you do not wish to receive our newsletter, please call our office.  

Scan our QR code to visit our updated website! 

www.HearingEvaluationServices.com 


